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Libraries must sometimes load records that are not available to 
them in a bibliographic format standard (Marc21, Unimarc…): inte-
gration of the book database of an academic research center, list of 
new e-journals bought by the library… This can make the conver-
sion procedure of the data to the Aleph sequential format quite 
hard. Sometimes the records are only available in Excel. This poster 
explains how to convert easily in a few steps an Excel file into 
Aleph sequential in order to load records with manage-18. Next to 
this procedure, ‘tab_fix’ and ‘fix_doc_do_file_08’  are of course used 
to correct or complete the data. The strength of that method is that 
no extra programming is needed! Moreover, a basic knowledge of 
Excel is enough to understand and use that method. 
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